Chemistry of cobalt(II) confined in the pores of ordered silica monoliths: from the formation of the monolith to the CoFe Prussian blue analogue nanocomposite.
Recently we conceived of an original strategy that allows the precipitation of Prussian blue analogues (PBAs) in the ordered pores of silica monoliths to lead to photomagnetic CoFe PBA-silica nanocomposites. To determine the critical parameters and fully control the synthesis of the photoactive CoFe PBA in the pores of the silica matrix, X-ray absorption spectroscopy was performed at the cobalt K-edge. This study showed that cobalt cation chemistry is the keystone of the entire process. The local environment and the electronic structure of the cobalt cation undergo several modifications during the formation process: first the incorporation of the cation as an octahedral complex into the ordered block copolymer phase, then the deprotonation by thermohydrolysis to give a fourfold-coordinated deprotonated lowly condensed species and finally the formation of the 3D coordination network of CoFe PBA in acidic conditions through a rapid reprotonation followed by nucleophilic substitution accompanied by the electronic transfer, thus leading to the photomagnetic Co(III)(LS)-Fe(II)(LS) (LS=low spin) pairs.